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The Eichler Home: Intention and Experience in Postwar Suburbia

Annmarie Adams

Live your New Way of Life surrounded by every convenience imaginable! The carefully developed Eichler floor plans create more usable living space, inside and out, than is offered in any other home! Step-saving, work-saving space-arrangement...construction and material innovations...and the latest built-in appliances...add time to your day and years to your life. You'll live better in the Wonderful World of Eichler.

"Enter the Wonderful World of Eichler" (ca. 1960)

But is her house in reality a comfortable concentration camp? Have not women who live in the image of the feminine mystique trapped themselves within the narrow walls of their homes?

Betty Friedan,
The Feminine Mystique (1963)

The seemingly contradictory views of the postwar middle-class home offered by Betty Friedan and the publicists of Eichler Homes, Inc., to Americans in the early 1960s shared a common presumption: both assumed the prescriptive power of architecture in the lives of middle-class women. Like most observers of the postwar cultural landscape, both Eichler, a developer, and Friedan, a social reformer, saw women as passive figures moving in "man-made" space, realizing social ideals prescribed by their physical surroundings.

There is no doubt that the mass movement of young American families to the suburbs in the 1950s and early 1960s had devastating implications for women's status in middle-class culture. The suburbs isolated them from political, social, and financial power and segregated them from opportunities for employment, education, and cooperative parenting. As Friedan pointed out, as a result of their physical isolation in the suburbs, many postwar housewives became desperate and depressed.

But the postwar home also acted in another capacity. Suburbia was an arena in which women fought back. Isolated in their houses, women expressed their own ideas about making space, often originating in dissatisfaction, and contested male power in architectural terms. The postwar house, neither paradise nor prison, was a significant zone of contention between builders and the middle-class family. As a case study of how one family followed and countered what some promoters and critics of domestic architecture supposed them to experience, this study is an attempt to explore the dynamic relationship between a family and the domestic space they occupied. It analyzes a single house from the "inside"—that is, as it was actually experienced—and relates that information to the world "outside," as it was intended by its builders. In this way, it is an attempt to locate the intersection of real and ideal lives in the postwar cultural landscape. The promotional literature of Eichler Homes, Inc., and the photographs and memories of a female child in the 1960s are the perimeters of this study; between them stands the primary source for the project—the house itself.
They were a typical postwar couple. Both Joan and Frank Clarkson had been in the armed forces during the war, marrying in 1946. While Frank finished his business degree at the University of California, the Clarksons lived in a rented apartment in Berkeley. Joan worked as a secretary until the birth of their first child, John, in 1951. With the arrival of their daughter Gail three years later, they moved into a small house in Albany, a medium-sized suburban town just north of Berkeley. Frank secured a position with the Bank of America in San Francisco after graduation, qualifying for a mortgage under the Veterans' Administration mortgage guarantee program. Like most other American families that took advantage of the VA program's generous financing, the Clarkson family chose a home in the suburbs.

The Clarkson family purchased their house in Terra Linda, California, in 1961; Joan Clarkson was then expecting their fourth child, Willy, and the family needed another bedroom. She had read about the developments of Eichler Homes in Sunset Magazine, where they had been described as ideal environments for raising children. Indeed, the company, founded in 1947, had been awarded the Parents' Magazine National Merit Award for the "best home for families with children" nearly every year between 1951 and 1959. That record, together with the reputation of Marin County's schools as among the best in the Bay Area, had helped to convince Joan—and through her, Frank—to move to Terra Linda.

In contrast to their Albany house, the Clarksons' new home was part of a totally planned, newly shaped landscape. Thirty minutes' drive from San Francisco, the new suburb was planned for forty-five hundred houses, three shopping areas, schools, recreation areas, and churches. There were few businesses and no other cultural institutions. Terra Linda was typical of postwar American suburbs in its peripheral location, low density, stylistic conformity, and racial and economic homogeneity (fig. 13.1).

The Clarksons ordered Plan No. 131 on Lot No. 88 in Terra Linda Valley Unit 4, agreeing to pay $27,500. They still live in this house today, and it has remained relatively unchanged over the past thirty years (figs. 13.2 and 13.3). It is a typical Eichler home: a ranch house with a flat roof, visible structure, and plenty of glass. Defined by prefabricated wood frame structures on heated concrete slabs, the plans of Eichler houses are fairly open. The major living spaces in the house are distinguished by their spatial continuity, rather than functioning as discreet volumes, as in a traditional nineteenth-century house. These major rooms open toward the backyard, leaving the facade of the house blank save for a few windows intended for ventilation. Up and down the block, and throughout Terra Linda, are houses just like the Clarksons'. They differ slightly in size and some details, but bear a distinct resemblance to one another and are immediately recognizable as "Eichlers." They are named for the founder of the second best-known "merchant-building company" in America, Joseph L. Eichler (1900–74), who constructed thousands of prefabricated, suburban, middle-class houses in California during the postwar era. Eichler's houses were a well-known house type in the San Francisco Bay area, distinguished by their "modern" appearance—the stark, undecorated structure and
relatively blank facade. In terms of a recognizable product, they were the equivalent—at a much higher price—of William Levitt's houses in the Levittowns on the East Coast.13

The Eichler name and the predictable architecture that it represented were marketed as positive features to potential home buyers. So, too, was the revolutionary manner in which the company enticed prospective customers with attractions that reached far beyond the home itself. An Eichler house often included a full set of appliances and well-known, brand-name materials and fixtures; the lawn, landscaping, patio, and fences were also often part of the initial arrangement with the builder.14 The Clarkson contract included kitchen cabinets, garage doors, plate-glass mirrors, door chimes, and all the plumbing fixtures. Building materials and details were specified by the family after it had inspected a model home in Terra Linda.15 The company's one-stop architectural shopping, like the marketing techniques developed much earlier by mail-order companies such
as Sears, Roebuck and Company and Montgomery Ward, proved to be an extremely successful approach. The houses were constructed in Terra Linda in one year; they sold immediately.

Unlike most other builders of the time, Eichler hired well-known architects to design models from which his houses were constructed. That decision reflected both a desire and a quite pressing need for professional design expertise. The combination of a growing demand for larger houses and the increasing prevalence of smaller building lots convinced builders like Eichler to look to architects for more efficient and sophisticated solutions to the perceived space problem. "I'd never used architects before because I didn't think design was necessary to sell houses," admitted one builder in 1954. "But today the market is so competitive that builders need good design to sell." Eichler himself likened the reliance of builders upon architects to the need of a dress manufacturer for professional fashion designers.

Anshen and Allen, the architects of the Clarkson house, began designing merchant-builder houses in 1949 after having supposedly convinced Eichler of the "possibilities of good design" by showing him Anshen's work on his own house.

The association of Eichler homes with the world of custom-built, architect-designed houses added to the "designer" appeal of the buildings. Indeed, the houses were characterized by a unique combination of common, ordinary elements—economical materials, prefabricated elements, and neighborhood conformity—and high-style features—blank facade, visible structure, window walls, flat roof. The rapid acceptance of the blank facade was surprising, even to its designers. Anshen claims that the first builder for whom they designed a house with a blank front was "leery" of the idea; it was one of five designs tested as model houses. According to the architect, this model was so popular that the other, presumably more traditional models were impossible to sell.

The merchant-builder house into which the Clarkson family moved in 1961 featured much more, however, than up-to-date styling. At every level of its construction—from the interior detailing to site planning—it suggested or assumed a standard of relations between suburb and city, between neighbors, and between the members of each family. That deliberate construction of social relations began at the level of the neighborhood site plan. The seemingly close relationship of the house to the outdoors, in its use of large areas of glazing, was belied by the actual separation of yard.
from yard in Terra Linda. The Clarkson house is located in a cul-de-sac of five identical houses; the yards are separated by high fences that were included in the contract with the builder. "The fence protects us," claimed one customer when questioned about the large areas of glazing in Eichler homes. "We don't feel like goldfish at all."24

The house itself also acted as an impenetrable wall, reinforcing the larger gesture of withdrawal and isolation expressed in both the peripheral location of Terra Linda and in its site planning. The front of the Clarkson house, as already noted, is nearly blank; the large, two-car garage encompasses most of the building's width. Even the front door, a solid wooden door, does not lead into the house, but rather into an open atrium space. The "real" entry to the house, from the atrium to the multipurpose room, is a sliding glass door. In this way, explained the architect, "The entrance court attained privacy from many casual visitors."25 In contrast to the street-facing orientation of traditional American houses, family life was directed to the back of the lot in the Eichler home. In an effort to "protect" mothers and children, Eichler had actually surrounded the family with architecture. The opacity of the front and sides of the house, the enclosed courtyard, and the high fences around the yard ensured that family life was focused within the property lines of the suburban home.

The central interior space in the Clarkson house, the huge multipurpose room, reflected this new concern. Eichler houses were typically promoted as appearing much larger than they were. "In a small house," explained the architect, "the economics of the selling price indicate that rooms cannot be as large as might be desirable, and therefore, in order to provide at least one space which gives at least a visual sense of large size, the architect finds it desirable to 'throw together visually' as much space as possible."26

This "capturing" of additional space in the design of the house was also attempted at the larger scale of the suburb. The distant views of the Marin hills through the large windows of the Clarkson house served to "extend" the apparent boundaries of the lot. The constructed views in contemporary houses, claimed a journalist, made prospective buyers feel they had "space to breathe in—enough space to walk around in without being crowded." The window wall in the rear of the house and the careful siting of the building extended the room, and the family's sense of territoriosity, into the distant landscape.27

The open plan of the multipurpose room at the center of the house also expressed the new emphasis placed on motherhood in the design of houses during the baby boom era.28 From this combination kitchen, dining, and playroom—the "living-center of an Eichler Home" as the company's own publicity described it—mothers like Joan Clarkson could survey all the major spaces in the house.29 She could, while preparing dinner, "keep visual control of children's activities over the house."30 In this way, the kitchen was intended not only as a place to prepare meals but also as a virtual command post for a person whose full-time job was watching. "The architects arranged glass walls and doorways in front or side yards so a mother could keep an eye on the children," the magazines reported, adding almost as an afterthought that she might "even share in the pleasure of outdoor living herself."31 Furthermore, the kitchen, "placed squarely in the center of

---

*Fig. 13.4. Postcard Published by Eichler Homes, Inc., Showing the Uninterrupted View of the Multipurpose Room and Backyard from the Kitchen.*
the floor plan... commands all situations—visually, psychologically, and operationally.

The Eichler company included in its promotional materials a colored postcard picturing the house interior as seen from the kitchen, emphasizing the breadth of this zone controlled by the mother (fig. 13.4).

Maternal power was also closely linked, in the eyes of the designers, with domestic technology. As most of the appliances were included in the arrangement with the builder, female control was, in a real sense, built into the architecture of the house. The Eichler kitchen came equipped with a Waste King dishwasher and garbage disposal unit and a Thermador range and oven. Corporate publicity emphasized the labor-saving materials found throughout the house, such as Philippine mahogany wall paneling—"beautiful, durable, easy to clean," and Armstrong flooring, which required "little or no waxing." Other details were designed specifically to accommodate small children. The kitchen faucet in an Eichler, for example, could be controlled with one hand, in case a mother had an infant in her arms. The radiant-heated concrete floor was described as being not only clean and durable, but also as "perfect for children's bare feet."

In its reliance on domestic technology as a means of enhancing female power in the home, the Eichler house was, in a way, the realization of a strain of domestic design ideology that looked back to Catharine Beecher in the mid-nineteenth century and had affected kitchen design throughout the twentieth century. Since the construction of the "progressive" house, sixty years earlier, designers had consistently emphasized kitchen technology as a key to lightening women's labor and elevating their status. This was billed in the pre-war house as a means to professionalize women's position as homemakers, in order to give their work a social value measurable in the same terms by which all labor was measured.

The Eichler kitchen, however, aspired not to revalue household labor, but simply to make it more pleasant and less disruptive to the other duties of domestic life. Undecorated surfaces, sharp edges, and the open plan made the house a showcase for good housekeeping. Another postcard produced by the company, as well as many photographs in its brochures, featured women in the kitchen, talking to men and children who were eating or playing (fig. 13.5). The "world's most efficient, most beautiful kitchen" allowed women to complete household tasks while participating fully in family life.

The central position of the kitchen in the Eichler home was also directly connected to patterns of child care developed long after Beecher's era. Dr. Benjamin Spock, in his best-selling Common Sense...
Book of Baby and Child Care of 1946, had convinced parents to adopt a more instinctual approach to mothering. Spock told mothers that their behavior carried enormous consequences for children and placed particular emphasis on the closeness of mother and child. "If relationships are good," claimed the doctor, "[children] don't have to be forced to eat, forced to use the toilet." Spock's approach to mothering, whereby the mother was a constant and close companion, demanded an architecture in which she could observe every gesture of the child, hear every whimper, and respond instantly. The Eichler plan, with its kitchen as an observation station and large expanses of glazing between indoor and outdoor spaces, was intended to facilitate this instinctual mode of mothering. Instinctual mothering would have been impossible, that is, in a house in which cooking and playing occurred in separate spaces.

The ideal space for Spock-style mothering was the atrium in the Eichler house. This space was intended by the architects of the house to act as a form of filter, like the entry vestibule in a traditional American house, where salesmen or other unwanted visitors could be encountered before they reached the inner sanctum of the family home. It was also intended as a dining area and, according to the company brochures, as the perfect play space for kids, who could benefit from the open air while mothers watched from inside, assured of their children's safety.

Eichler promotional material suggests that the overall plan was further intended to accommodate the woman of the house in her anticipated role as the hostess of cocktail parties for her husband's business associates. In the 1950s corporations began to scrutinize closely the wives of job applicants to ensure that they were pleasant, satisfied with their marriages, and willing to accept their husbands' transfers. Cocktail and dinner parties in the family home for the husband's associates at work became a routine part of middle-class life. The Eichler plan allowed and even encouraged the responsible housewife to prepare drinks and food in the kitchen, while entertaining guests at the same time. Company brochures showed how large social gatherings could spread from the multipurpose room into the atrium or the backyard, taking advantage of the open plan of the house (fig. 13.6).

The details of the house also were designed to facilitate women's ability to serve as both mother and hostess. The built-in dining table, for example, was hinged and could swing into the kitchen or into the multipurpose room. Projected into the latter area, the table was perfect for adult formal dining. As part of the kitchen, it was more suitable for children's meals. The dining table encapsulated the overall design principles implicit in Eichler's collaboration with Anshen and Allen: adaptability within a larger framework of implicit, controlling social expectations.
Thus far we have looked at the Eichler home in terms of how it was supposed to function, noting the position of women in the house as one of relative (but limited) power as surveyor of nearly all the family’s activities. We have noted the turning of the house away from the street, the enclosed atrium, the high fences, and the absence of any shared spaces with neighbors as an effort to "capture" space and to preserve the appearance of openness within carefully closed and segregated spaces. But did real families live in the ideal ways pictured in publicity brochures and postcards? How did actual life in an Eichler compare with the life prescribed by the physical arrangement of spaces in the house?

The memories and family photographs of the Clarkson family and the present condition of their house indicate that they followed, to some extent, the expectations built into postwar suburban architecture. Mr. Clarkson earned the family living in the distant city, while Mrs. Clarkson remained in the home and suburb and was responsible for child care. But Joan Clarkson and her children did not simply follow blindly the architectural instructions spelled out by their house. They assumed active roles in the "construction" of their own spaces, contesting many of the relationships presumed by the house. In this way, the Clarkson home was a carefully negotiated compromise between ideal and real, a compromise mostly realized through the rearrangement of furniture and the appropriation of spaces intended for other uses. Because it exists in behavior rather than in built fact, the landscape inhabited by women and children is completely invisible in the traditional sources of architectural history.

Nearly every aspect of the ideal use of the house as represented by "The Wonderful World of Eichler" was subject to some modification by the Clarksons. To begin, the strict territorial boundaries constructed to separate families in Terra Linda—the high fences, the enclosed atria, and the general turning of Eichler houses away from the street—were ignored or overcome in the real lives of the inhabitants, particularly the children.

The family's major "misuse" of Eichler's site plan was in the Clarkson children's use of the street as a play space. Every evening, a kickball game was organized among the twenty-four kids who lived in the five houses of the cul-de-sac. Although each lot had a relatively large backyard, intended for carefully supervised playing, the older children of Terra Linda preferred the relatively "neutral" space of the street, outside the area easily supervised by mothers cleaning up in the kitchen after dinner. Perhaps the mothers of Terra Linda did not want to supervise more than necessary; although American child rearing has always placed a premium on the child's independence, mothers also may have valued time spent alone.

Other active play zones were also located beyond the gaze of Joan Clarkson: in the side yard and the garage. The side yard was the preferred play space of the Clarkson children (fig. 13.7). The oldest kids, John and Gail, had special garden plots in the side yard. It was also the home of the family dog, Casey, for whom the children were supposedly responsible. The side yard's exclusiveness as a "kids' space" was guaranteed by the fact that a special door led out to it from the combination bathroom and laundry room. Probably intended by Eichler and his architects as a minor side entry to the house, this door was easily appropriated by the children because it led from their own bathroom inside the house.

The Clarkson children also tried to "demolish" the barriers between the backyards on their cul-de-sac by digging carefully planned tunnels under the high fences that separated their world from those of their friends. Gail Clarkson and her childhood friend Lori passed messages through their subterranean tunnel.

Also outside of Mrs. Clarkson's line of vision was the garage, which was the setting for special games. Although the two-car garage was obviously intended for the family automobiles, it became the relatively permanent setting for both hopscotch and Ping-Pong when the children were young, en-
abling them to play “outside” the house in rainy weather. Once the chalk lines for hopscotch were
drawn on the concrete floor of the garage, remem-
bers Gail, the space was hers. This reapportion-
ment of space was a conscious choice on the part
of the family; they preferred to park their two cars
on the driveway and street in order to gain this ad-
hoc “games room” for the kids. In a more tradi-
tional builder’s house, the basement may well
have served this purpose.44

While brochure descriptions and photos, as we
have seen, billed the enclosed courtyard as the
perfect space for child care, real children preferred
to play in less visible areas. As a result, many resi-
dents in Terra Linda transformed their underused
atria into other kinds of spaces. Immediate neigh-
bors of the Clarksons kept reptiles in their court-
yard; most atria became elaborate gardens. The
Clarksons stored bicycles and other bulky items in
their outdoor room.

Admittedly, the Clarkson children sometimes
played in the atrium; they especially liked to sleep
under the stars on camp cots in the courtyard.
Again, it is interesting to note that the children pre-
ferred to use this space when mothers were no-
ticeably absent from their “command post” in the
multipurpose room.

The continuous supervision of children by moth-
ers implied in Eichler’s architecture depended on
vast areas of glazing around the atrium and facing
the backyard. This afforded, as already noted, un-
interrupted views from the kitchen.45 What the
publicists of Eichler homes seldom mentioned was
the consequent high visibility of parents’ activities
to children. Just as the Clarkson children chose to
play in spaces that lay outside their mother’s guard,
so too did the Clarkson parents block their own vis-
ibility by simply drawing the curtains, transforming
their windows into walls. Nearly every extant pho-
tograph of the family, outside and inside, shows
the windows of their house completely curtained.
In this way, the Eichler house could function as a
traditional American suburban house with opaque
walls. Whenever the parents were in the master
bedroom, remembers a Clarkson child, the cur-
tains were drawn (fig. 13.8).46

Men were afforded little space of their own in
the Eichler home. In other suburban, postwar
houses, however, the basement and backyard
were often associated with the husband and fa-
ther, accommodating his technology—the work-
shop and the barbecue. The Eichler home, though,
had no basement, and the backyard barbecue was
in full view of the command-post kitchen, which
was controlled by the woman. Furthermore, the backyard area immediately adjacent to the Clarkson house was paved, appearing as an extension of the indoor flooring. Ceiling beams, too, extended out from the indoor area and blurred the distinction between inside and outside, transforming "dad's kitchen" into a simple extension of the regular cooking space.47

The children's bedrooms in the Eichler home, on the other hand, were fully enclosed, private spaces, pierced only by small windows for ventilation, rather than the large sliding-glass doors of the parents' room. These cramped, boxy rooms—they averaged about ten-by-ten feet—acted as the antithesis, in both spatial and psychological terms, of the open, multipurpose room shared by the entire family. While the multipurpose room provided an arena for family togetherness, more traditional American values concerning independence and individuality were the special preserve of the bedroom wing, or "quiet zone," of the Eichler home.48

Bedrooms were where children nurtured their own individuality by spending time alone—playing, reading, or simply thinking.49 The typical child's bedroom of the 1960s expressed, in its arrangement and decoration, the personality of its tiny inhabitant.50 Wall color or wallpaper pattern was based, first and foremost, on gender; books and toys were displayed in bedrooms; older children often exhibited posters of music or television stars, showing their awareness of and association with popular culture.

The lack of storage space was another distinguishing feature of Eichler's architecture. Although two standard hall closets were provided and the bedrooms each included a clothes closet, there was negligible "back stage" space in the house. The laundry room, for example, was located just off the main circulation corridor. The slab construction system, of course, meant that there was no basement or crawl space to use for storage beneath the main floor of the house. The challenge of storing the typical accoutrements of middle-class life—bicycles, sports equipment, camping gear, off-season clothing—led to many small-scale, but significant, changes in the Clarkson house. Frank Clarkson constructed a storage shed beside the garage almost immediately after the family moved in. This extra space was intended to accommodate large equipment; with the appropriation of the garage as a play space for children, there was little room remaining for lawn mowers and other tools. Inside the house, Mrs. Clarkson extended the kitchen cupboards up to the ceiling, eliminating cupboard tops that only attracted dust while increasing kitchen storage space.

More significant still in the family's redesign of the architecture was the "addition" of a free-standing dining table to the Clarksons' multipurpose room (fig. 13.9). The presence of this second table completely defied the flexible, "multipurpose" nature of the space as intended by Eichler and recalled the separate dining room of the traditional American house. The table presumed the need for

Fig. 13.8. Photograph of the Clarkson Children behind Their Home. Most family photographs of the house show curtained windows.
different kinds of rooms for formal and informal eating, just as traditional houses had. The Clarksons' extra table thus transformed the huge, undifferentiated multipurpose space into two distinct rooms: a kitchen and a dining room. Although the tables were actually only five or six feet apart, the difference in their meanings acted as a thick wall between the two parts of the room. Despite their apparent preparedness for guests, the Clarksons never once hosted a cocktail party for Frank's business associates. "My mother was never into cooking or parties," remembers Gail. "If we had people over it was usually family."

Due to the isolation of individual houses in postwar suburbs, most housewives, including Joan Clarkson, did not form close friendships with the other mothers in the immediate vicinity; observers of the postwar cultural landscape have concluded from this that suburban women led extremely lonely existences, confined, as Friedan noted, within the "narrow walls of their homes." By 5:30 P.M. on most days, reported one journalist, many women were glad to see their husbands, so desperate were they for adult conversation.

Again, reality and experience reveal completely different stories. Mrs. Clarkson and most postwar housewives led busy "public" lives in Terra Linda, participating in significant relationships outside the family. Every afternoon Joan Clarkson took her children to the public pool, like hundreds of other mothers in California suburbs. At the recreation center in Terra Linda, women watched swimming lessons and admired back flips, but they also formed lasting friendships with other women with whom they interacted on a daily basis in a public place.

Joan Clarkson was also involved in charitable organizations. The members of the Summer Hills Club to which she belonged met regularly in various Terra Linda houses in order to plan their annual fund-raising events. At the pool, in the living rooms, and in countless other spaces, the supposedly private sphere of women in the suburbs was invisibly extended and ranged widely. Telephones and cars, as well as the employment of "cleaning ladies," enabled postwar women to break down the "confining walls" of their physical environments.

American suburban housewives, claimed Friedan, "learned to 'adjust' to their biological role. They [became] dependent, passive, childlike; they [gave] up their adult frame of reference to live at the lower human level of food and things." Friedan attributed this adjustment to women's isolation, and she described the situation in specifically architectural
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terms: the house was a concentration camp. She assumed, like many others, that women were mute victims of their social and physical situations. The Women's Liberation Movement of the 1960s also used the metaphor of imprisonment or containment in its battle for equal rights, precisely the same language used by architects and developers to promote postwar houses.55

The architectural evidence suggests, however, that the "adjustment" of the postwar housewife may also have occurred in the opposite direction of that indicated by Friedan. Although Mrs. Clarkson obviously conformed to the standards prescribed by the built environment, she also "adjusted" or redesigned the meanings and the uses of the spaces in her house, setting in motion a completely different standard of relations between neighbors and between members of the family than that established for her.

While this study of the Clarkson house is a very limited sample, it nonetheless demonstrates that there is a major gap between actual use and descriptive or prescriptive literature on houses. If historians continue to project women's lives into the ideal spaces prescribed by architects and builders, they will propagate an inadequate history, dominated by the designers of the postwar cultural landscape. It is only by investigating domestic space from the interior—and comparing that information to ideals established on the exterior—that we can begin to understand how houses actually worked and represented women's true experiences of the built environment.
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47. The general absence of men's space in the Eichler home may be a mark of the occupants' more progressive ideals than those of the inhabitants of traditional suburban houses. Ned Eichler has noted that his father's clients considered themselves "avant-garde." See Ned Eichler, *The Merchant Builders*, 82. On the dissent of men from the breadwinner ethic of the time, see Barbara Ehrenreich, *The Hearts of Men: American Dreams and the Flight from Commitment* (New York: Anchor, 1983).


49. Elaine Tyler May, in *Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era* (New York: Basic Books, 1988), argues that the reliance on domestic "containment" or enclosure was directly connected to the political climate of the cold war era.

50. The concepts of self-expression and individuality were equally important characteristics of bedroom design in the late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century house. The postwar bedroom for children, however, differed in that it was used extensively during waking hours for play and also that it contrasted so dramatically by its degree of enclosure with the family spaces in the house. On earlier bedrooms, see Elizabeth Collins Cromley, "A History of American Beds and Bedrooms," *Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, IV*, ed. Thomas Carter and Bernard L. Herman (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1991), 177–86.


